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#Patience

Patience is beautiful. Learn to 
nurture your relationships like 
small plants. They will blossom 
beautifully after a while #hope 
#patience.
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#Love

„I #love you“. Let‘s swim  
in the same ocean of #love  
for a while. I recognize your 
soul, I recognize eternity  
in you, I accept one-ness.
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#Love 

Learn to swim and dive  
in the ocean of #love.  
Drink 3 liters every day.  
You will not feel seperated  
from anyone any longer.
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#Love 

Read about God‘s endless 
#love in all religions. You will 
discover the same message. 
Religion is like swimming 
lessons in ocean.
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#Love 

It is hard to accept that  
the exclusivity we built around 
love (through monogamy  
and marriage) is like trying  
to put an ocean in prison.
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#Love 

If #love is like water you might 
drink 3 liters every day and feel 
alive.
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#Love 

The terminology we use around  
#love suggests it is exclusive. 
Thinking of it as an ocean  
it makes sense to *fall in* #love. 
Now swim.
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#Love 

We are often constraining 
ourselves because we think love 
is exclusive (and I fall in this trap 
too). But #love is like the ocean. 
Endless.
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#Love 

The mystery of #love cannot  
be understood by the left side 
of your brain. Connect to  
the right side more. Try to learn 
to see w your heart.
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#Love

#Tolerance involves to look 
beyond difference to what 
we all share. Apart from some 
dogs/cows here most of us r 
human :) – share the #LOVE
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#Love 

OK . I really have to make 
a move now. Chat later 
twitterverse – „Spread the 
word, #God is #love“.
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#Love 

I love people. When I have 
a fight or powerplay with 
someone I question my motives. 
#Change comes from within. 
#Love/God is inside you :).
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#Love 

All world religions have  
the same basic thruth: #God 
is #Love. Why do we believe 
those who want to seperate  
us from love? Hate has  
no value.
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#Love 

When you fall in love this could 
be a true sign that you are 
capable of loving the world – 
go out and spread the world. 
#Love is #God :).
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#Love

#LoveIsLouder: when I believe 
in positive intentions of ppl 
it is so much easier to focus 
on solving issues. Usually 
every1 tries hard ...
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#Love 

Good Morning love, body 
wants to rest but heart wants  
to sing for you. What do you 
hear now? You recognize  
our song?
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#Love

#iprefer to get my heart broken 
over not even trying to love.
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#Love 

In my heart there is a room. It is 
always reserved 4 YOU. If you 
check in @ reception YOU will 
always get the key. Check out  
is free 4 YOU.
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#Love

A secret of my coaching 
approach: Relationships happen 
in YOUR head and YOUR heart. 
YOU can change. Not the  
other :).
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#Love

In my heart there is another 
room and it reserved for ME. 
Whenever I go there I hear  
my music, dance to my rythm, 
paint my paintings...
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#Love

My heart and soul would like  
to go on a longterm assignment 
abroad. Body wants to stay.  
Am now looking for host body 
for heart and soul.
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#Love

My heart fills with joy when  
I see how others develop and 
find their passion. This is why  
I love coaching. Not because  
I think I am good :).
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#Love

Our perception is shaped  
by our heart. It has a heart 
shape ;-) – that‘s why others 
often do not get it. They cannot 
see your heart.
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#Love

Prince, when I saw you in  
my dreams every night I learned 
you have become a part of me. 
We are ONE and we will always 
be. #iloveuuntiltheend.
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